
HOLLYWOOD’S  
TOUGHEST

with Royce Gracie



LOGLINE
The Godfather of MMA, Royce Gracie, goes toe-to-toe with celebrities, 
in an effort to create a master list of the Hollywood’s Toughest.




CONCEPT
Celebrities have been training in Mixed Martial Arts (MMA) for decades. Most 
notably, in the 1960s, Bruce Lee was legendary for training Hollywood elite like 
Steve McQueen, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and James Garner. 


In 2019, the master of Hollywood MMA is ROYCE GRACIE. Known as the 
“Godfather of MMA,” Royce won the first-ever UFC tournament, and held that 
title of UFC Champion for 3 of the first 4 years. His family founded the UFC, 
and serve as the dynasty that brought Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu to the United States.


Royce trains with celebrities throughout Hollywood. Everyone from Brad Pitt to 
Shaq to Nicolas Cage.


In this series, Royce will challenge an impressive list of celebrities to a dual in 
an effort to test their toughness and learn what drives them to learn MMA.



FORMAT
In each episode, Royce challenges a new celebrity to an MMA 
battle. Most of these featured guests have trained with Royce 
in the past. They all revere him as the master of the craft. 


Royce travels to their house with his mat in hand. Before going 
into battle, Royce talks with them about their background in 
MMA and what motivates them to train. Then the match 
begins. How long can the celebrity last? How impressive is 
their technique? What do they need to work on to become a 
true master of mixed martial arts? 
At the end of each episode, Royce updates his master 
list of Hollywood’s Toughest, based on his experience 
on the mat.




FORMAT CONTINUED
In the same way Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee allows 
celebrities to share personal stories, so too will the guests 
of this series share anecdotes of MMA, their personal life, 
and Hollywood, thus allowing viewers to relate to them on a 
new level. They will show a vulnerable yet aspirational side 
that will be endearing to fans.


Royce will dig into his guests’ life philosophies, epiphanies 
and the life-changing moments that led them to martial arts.




CELEBRITY GUESTS
BRAD PITT

SHAQ 

HENRY CAVILL

VINCE VAUGHN

KEANU REEVES

KELLY SLATER

JOE ROGAN

ASHTON KUTCHER

TOM HARDY

NICHOLAS CAGE

GUY RITCHIE

CHUCK NORRIS

CHRIS PRATT

FREDDIE PRINZE JR.

ED ONEILL


KEVIN JAMES

JASON STATHAM

SCOTT CAAN

ALEX O’LOUGHLIN

DAVID JAMES ELLIOTT

JAMES CAAN

ROBERT DUVALL

VIN DIESEL

THE ROCK

CHARLIE HUNNAM

THEO ROSSI

SEAN PATRICK FLANERY

NIC JONAS

DEMI LOVATO

MARGO ROBBIE

*already confirmed



ROYCE GRACIE is the most celebrated member of the famed Gracie Family 
and considered to be one of the most influential figures in the history of 
MMA. The UFC Hall of Fame inductee popularized Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and 
revolutionized mixed martial arts, leading the movement towards ground 
fighting in the sport.


Born December 12, 1966, in Rio de Janeiro, he began training Brazilian Jiu-
Jitsu at the age of five and received his black belt at 18. Soon after, he left 
for California to help his brothers open the famed Gracie Academy in 
Torrance (now a Mecca for MMA and UFC fighters from around the world).


Royce burst onto the world stage in 1993 when he was chosen by his 
legendary father to represent Gracie Jiu-Jitsu in a no-holds-barred event to 
determine the greatest martial art in the world, UFC 1.  The physically 
unimposing Royce was the perfect candidate to prove his father’s claim that 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu was the great equalizer in combat, relying on technique 
and leverage to overcome strength.  Royce went on to defeat three 
opponents and claim the first of three titles in the UFC.  


Royce’s impressive showing introduced the world to 
Gracie Jiu-Jitsu and started a martial arts empire 
that thrives today.



